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DANTE,* THE ARTIST at THE VILLAGE STUDIO, OGUNQUIT, Sunday Evening at 7.30. Mr. J. D.
Hallen of the Enterprise will give his celebrated lecture on the Art Side of the author of one of the Greatest Monuments
r TI
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THE STORY AND LECTURE?ARE THE EMBODIMENT AND SYMBOL OF THE POWER OF DANTE IN THE ART OF
ot Human Genius— 1 he Divine Comedy—
THE WORLD. A RARE TREAT PROMISED.
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BURGLARS IN KENNEBUNK

Price 3 Cents,
Our Job Office is Equipped
for First-Class Work.

the Selectmen deny that they have
any communication, to that effect
on file. It is reported however
The home of Ralph Andrews
that the request for their insertion
near the Station wits . entered by
burglars on Saturday flight by . Ip response to a toWn wide de the meetings of thé' board are not was made by a third person but if
The Town Meeting which will be
.such a communication is on file it
Trial Justice Harold E. Bourne held next Tuesday is arousing con Mr. R. J. Grant was at Old Or forcing a door; None’bf the family
has been kept fairly busy this week siderable interest particularly in chard on Tuesday for a well-earn were disturbed and the break was mand that the people of Kenne open to thé public/ It is generally has not* been exhibited, by the
bunk, both as tax payers and as understood that all meetings of board; Mr. Dane is said to have
and there has been a correspond the outlying sections. A request ed outing.
not discovered until a Servant
Sargt. Hamilton is back fro the found all of the silver, valued at citizens interested in the welfare public boards are open at all times, retired to New Hampshire before
ing stream of money flowing into was made from West Kennebunk
of the schools and of the pupils, except when they go into executive
the court.
that the hour of calling the meeting wars with his discharge;'and he over $500, bundled^ up pn; a table be allowed at least some insight sessibn, and the reason why the the beginning of the meeting of thé
Last Saturday Frederick E. God be set at 3 o’clock instead of the brot with him a young' Southern in the morning. If is supposed into the workings, of the School Kennebunk board adopts this star Selectmen' on Monday.
That these; articles, as inserted,
that the burglars were frightened Committee methods, the expendi chamber method of proceedure is
dard of Lynn was arrested . for customary hour of 2 for the accom bride.
Miss Helen Melcher’s mother, ip the midst of them woric by- the ture of the school appropriation, sought by those who ipade them are solely on the personal re^pon-:
speeding in. Wells and Kennebunk odation of those farthest from the
and fined $5.00 and costs which he1 centre but the suggestion was over Mrs. Watkins, of Roxbury, Mass., •fall of an electric iron, which was the reasons for rulings made and inembers of the School Board sibility of Mr. Dane is proven by
the Jfact that they are not designat
ruled on the ground th^t a break in is visiting in town with Miss Helen found knocked froifi | stand to the measures acjjppted by them and the through their suffrage.
paid. •
ed in the warrant as petition of
floor.
~ On Monday occured the arraign the established custom would tend Richards.
arguments advanced which have
Mr. Goodrich appears perfectly “Joseph Dgne, Chairman of the
Mrs. Lewis Gowell of Mechanics
The home of George Bourne led to the continuance, acceptance will to answer any reasonable ques School Committee” or ‘Joseph
ment of Edgar Ward on a drunken to confuse the voters.
Falls is visiting Mrs. Gowell’s par Lord, at the Landing commonly br change of various ipatfeys of
ness charge entailing a fine of
PATROLMAN APPOINTED
ents, Mr. and' Mrs. Fred Thurston known as the Wedding Pake house, curricula, textbooks and methods tions whÿîh are put to him. He Dane for the School Commit
$1.00 and costs, $19.40 in all/
states in explanation of the report tee.” Mrs. Lowell, as her sole
at Kennebunk
was also entered by fWcing a win in the different schools and grades that the repairs mentioned consist enligJiening
Samuel B. Hebbard of Lynn was
statement
On account of the enormous
York District Lodge I. O. G. T. dow. In this case also the bur has led to
in court on the same day charged
response in the in of repairing of toilets in High relative to school affairs on Mon
with reckless driving, fie was ac amour-t of work entailed and the will hold its quarterly session with glars were frightened away, struction of the superintendent of School, whitewashing of ceilings day, avered that she did not know
cused of striking another car lohg beat between Portsmouth and Earnest lodge at West Kennebunk through some unknown cause, with schools to submit to "the people, in the Centenial Hill school, cut-, that a Town Meeting was to be
out anything being t&ke.
while attempting to pass between Biddeford to be. covered it has been August'20th.,,
through the press, a. resume pf .ting through of door to give more called and that she had not been
Miss Margaret Riley with her
two cars going in opposite direc- •found necessary to appoint another
¡their meetings.
convenient .access to toilet and re consulted concerning nor heard
tions.-He was arrested by State motorcycle patrolman to cover a friend, Miss Mew, both of Holyoke,
; The report/of the ^ AUgust 6th pairing of ceiling in one room ip anything , relative to the matter.
Patrolman Jones, pleaded/nalo and pat of the forty miles. The ne,w Mass., are visiting friends at Miss DEATH OF MRS. CHANDLER meeting, as submitted last week, Western Primary, repairing in hall Superinendént Gdodrich says that
was.fined $10.00 and costs, amount appointee will take the position of Riley’s former home in Kenneburjc
was a , very brief and corsise state ,in Lower Village school anfl one the matter has not been brought
Ernest L. Jones who has been* trans* •The Alfred Quakers made their
ing to $16.82.
Mrs. Elizabeth Craig/Chandler ment consisting of the nanfes of coat of paftit on exterior, repairing up at any meeting of'the committee
About noon of the same day Traf fered to the state police under the annual visit to Kennebunk ’ on passed
away Tuesday morning at I the teachers elected for the incom of ceilings and foundations arid but that Mr. Dane spoke to him
fic Officer James W< Keefe, assisted jurisdiction of the Attorney Gen Wednesday afternoon. This is a her home
in West Kennebunk, after ing term, and the adoption of two patching of shingles on roof of -personally about the matter and
by James E. Brewster, Selectman eral and the State Highway de costume that .will spon be no more. a lingering
told him that it would be necessa
illness due tea general motions, the first that the commit- West Kennebunk school.
Mr Perley Greefileaf took a par
of Wells gnd Everett Hooper round partment. The new officer will be
tee^yu’it the Upper Alewive neigh
All of these repairs are spiall ry to raise more money as salaries
ed up six men in an auto. They selected within a few days and he ty of business friends from town breaking down-' of her whole sys EWWSxvthe
sdhool
z xt; A RL
■ I jobs,:requiring but ope or two.days have increased this year and. that
Her body was Saken by auto borhood tn investigate
were charged; except the driver will probably oe put in* charge of over to Biddeford Pool on last Tues tem.
situation that they might decide as. to complete, and will be done by school supplies have pot only fail
day. The Shore Dinner at the hearse to her old home/in Somer io
with intoxication. William J. Bart the Portsmouth end of the beat.
the advispbifity: of re-establish- ^ work The more importa/t ed to drop as was anticipated but
ville Mass., .on TuesqayWternoon,
Pool was very fine.
lett the driver was charged twith
irgi the school there and the other, pointing job is being done by Mr. have gone to higher levels. .
Much interest has been aroused
We sell S. & H. Quality ice cream the fuheral taking place from Kol setting the date: of the school open- Larsen. Arrangements have been
operating a machine while under
It .appears that the next meeting
ler’s undertaking patlon/on Thurs
the influence o£ liquor and was as this week by ttye work which has of New England, Fiske-the drug- day
of the work and it is of thd town will be"replete with fire
afternoon, Rev. Mr. Casjndy of 1’n^cn«%?tJembcr 8’ • x a
Adv.
sessed $40.00 including costs. The been done in replacing the upper gist on the corner.
On Tuesday Superintendent of airea(}y under way
works if some of the opponents of,
Frost Avenue Methodist •-Church
f passengers, Michael Bouchen, water wheel of the Leatheroid.
Schools Goodrich, in person» acting i
x / ’’ xu » the School Committee carry
conducting the services.
in his official capacitv as secretary ' .„Jïî,state?.
MOODY, MAINE
John Mitchell, Laconda Liphie, This is the ore^which is located on
Mrs. Chandler was born in St.1 nf the hoard submitted to the . ® chlldren of school age, eligible through the program which they
Samuel Liphie and Asa Choma, the West side of Main street, the
OI tne ooara, suomnueu IU ’'I , fn h^nnmoi nnnila i«
À1À 1 claim to have laid out.
who had been booked as simple shaft running under the street to Mr. E. T. Ricker of Boston spent Johns N. ii , 68 years ago. Some press the following unsigned state i to become pupils in the Upper Àle| wive school number .■.eleven,
that
drunks, paid $21.0Q each. All of the mill. The old wheel has been the week-end at H. B. Littlefield’s. thirty ..years ago she' came to the ment or report of the junket to then,
x '
AUTO ACCIDENT’S
the defendants hailed from Con in use.for about twenty years with Mr. Frank Goodale of New Haven United Stated, settling in, .Somer Alewive ,nd otLr school districts
way, N. H.. except Choma whd as out repair until,4;his spring. It is- Conn*., who has been visiting his ville, Mass. ¿Sfee lived there up/to with a request that it be run ver- l them to the Lower building would
be approximately two and one half
serted that he came from Ports said that in making these repairs uncle, William Goodale has return^ four years ago, when she caipe to batjpi :
A Packard roadster, - containing
’ miles, and that the estimated cost
West Kennebunk where she has
mouth and that he was not guilty. some blocks were left in the -inside ed home.
<f
Tliursday
afternoon
the
schpoL
Frahcis Buckley and wife of 21
of the turbine and, as a result, the
would
be
between
$400
and
$500.
since
made
her
homes
Mrs.
Chand
• He paid the fine nevertheless.,,
Vegetation in this section is
committee and the superintendent
Cushing Ave. Dorchester, turned
Edgar Ward was arraigned on buckets were broken off- It has showing the effects of the contin ler was twice married, her first visited the school-houses .of thé i' He failed to explain just what is turtle on the Turnpike, near the
Thursday .afterrtoon and held on a been necessary to take off the roof ued dry spell and farmers are hope- husband being Charles Craig, town and decided upon what, re to be understood by the phrase “it Pumping Station., Thursday after
whom she married in Boston soon
was decided that the teacher of
charge of assault and battery, on of the building over the wheel and ing for rain.
after she came to this^cottritry. He pairs- cQuld be made befare the that school should serve a hot dish noon through the wheels on one
Simon Ainsworth. He was held in there has been other unexpected
Mrs.
E.
E.
Milgate,
a
former
sum

opening
of
school.
labor in cutting the wheel from the
died some 22 years 'ago;' She af
, to pupjls who bring their dinners.”. side sinking into thè soft shoulder
$2000 bail for the Grand Jury.
resident of this place» spent terward
“The petition from citizens of Thé text does not state whether after running off the tar surface.
Upright shaft. The new wheel mer
married
Arthur'Chandler
Monday last with Mrs. Warren
which is of slightly different con Littlefield.
of .Boston. She ds . survived by the Upper Alewive neighborhood a formal vote Was passed 'to that The car was badly damaged ard
POSITION WANTED
„as,king that a school be opened effect,, whether the scholars or Mrs. Buckley was badly shaken up
struction from the old one will, it is
The gypsy camp ,on the Bourne Hanford Craig of Somerville, Mur
claimed, deliver a, considerable in- Avenue Road attracts many visitors ray Craig,, who \Vqent to, England there was given careful considéra-,' their parentsi will be compelled to and dazed. On Wednesday a five
By middle aged, active and capa crease 4» power.
passenger Chalmers sustained a
■d-nring theheard Mor),... The school-house was visiL
There are ffiorti'than a"Sozen tents* of'hn an English regiment, Mrs/1 e8^àniï the situation thoroughly re-’ pay 'for this “hot dish”uu/JKbfether kinrilar-aeeident at nearly the same
ble Maine woman. -Housekeeper;the
tut? town
luwn ib
is
guiug
going
into
iubu
the
wie feeding'
iceumg
,
-kt
[
in
all,
and
the
beautiful
baskets
are
caretaker of a hottie. Experienced
GUARANTORS ORGANIZE
of pupils from the money levied by Ejaslniured6 The drivers are said
Jessie May Strayhorn . of West viewed.
well worth seeing.
nurse or attendant to kind, con
“TJie number of pupils to attend taxation, whether the choice of the ya? 1 ?,
with whom she made
/'X
Mrs. Elmer Hale and daughter kennebiink.
siderate semi invalid, here or’going
be b1ameIess » “ instances.
On summons of the committee in
her home, Mrs. Etta Gilsontof Ever was found to be too small to main food would be in the hands of the
away for the Winter. Best Refer charge, the guarantors of the Red- Mildred have been ,stopping for. a ett, Mäss.. Charles Craig of this tain a successful school.
teacher, or the pupils whether the
ences.
’ path Chatauqua, which will be held few days with Mr^lElden Kimball. town and Fred Craig of Somerville.
“The Upper Alewive / school teacher will be compelled to pass
Nurse Packard
in Kennebunk during the first week Blueberries have beer* very abun There are also four grandchildren, house was found to be in-such bad as ¡a dietary expert, whether con PROPRIETOR LANGSFORD OF
Box, 401.
Kennebunk, Maine ih September met ion Tuesdajbeven dant about here but are affected aS Miss Laura Craig, Mrs. Nellie Rus condition that' in order to repair sumption of the food will be com THE LANGSFORD HOUSE CAPEr
ing to complete arrangements for is everything else by the dry weath sell, Mrs. Arrah Westhaver and it and provide equipment which pulsory, whether board will be fur PORPOISE HAPPÍL/Y SURPRIS
ED.
the disposal of the guaranteed num er.
KENNEBUNK BEACH
Walter McLean.
would meet the standard required nished to both permenent and
: Miss Daisy E. Hilton is spending
bèr of tickets.
by
the
state-an
expenditure
of
over
transient
diners^
i.
e.
will
those
Mrs.
Strayhorn,
accompanied
by
To expedite the sale of the tic her. vacation with her mother, Mrs.
There was a veritable epidemic
Mr. George H. Langsford, pro
her mother-in-law and sister-in-law $1200 would be necessary. The who do not come from the upper
of cholera morbus at the Went kets five captains'were selected to B. H. Hilton.
coSt of maintaining the school was district but who may be from the
worth House on Monday evening, cover the town*. These cantains, • ’ Miss Alice Beane of. Dover, N. H. Mrs. Sarah Strayhorn and Mrs. estimated at $800. It <was found lower section and bring their din prietor of the Langsford House
when about twenty children and F. W. Bor sor. J. S. Cooper, Eugene is spending a few days with Mrs. Jennie M. Fox, left Wednesday that no money had been appropri- ners occasionally be permitted to was happily surprised, Tuesday
morning to attend the funeral.
noon, his birthday by being pre
several adults were tj,ken sick sim F. Knight M1*«.. George Cousens, J. S. Litijefield.
^own
c°vor this ad- partake of a “hot dish” as well as
The summer visitor is very much They were followed on Wednesday
ultaneously with that very distress and Chr*K»s Brown will each be in
sented with a beautiful gold watch
the
others.
Strayhorn
and
ditional
expense.
evening
by
Mring malady. The trouble extended charge of six sub-districts in all Of in evidence and «very cottage at the Charles Craig.:
.chain
and a large bbuquet of red
As
result
of
the
refusal
of
the
,
“
The
means
of
conveyance
was
also to the Atlantis House and to which lieutenants will be appointed beach is full to overflowing.
Although' Mrs. Chandler had found to be suitable, th^ road good, School? Committee to reopen the roses and other cut flbwers from
Earle R. Mo,ody, A. F. C. Camp
several private homes in this vi by the respective captains. Great
distance short. It was U$per Alewive school a petition his employees, Mrs. Mabel S. Eve
comparatively short
cinity. The cause of the mysteri rivalry is anticipated between the Devens, Mass., passed the week-end lived but a comnarativelv
at home, x
time in this community -and al found that the Lower Alewive signed by Albert Day .and twelve leth of Lewiston made the presen
ous outbreak is screened in mys different districts.
For vulcanizing and auto repair though her health had been failing Building was in excellent condition others was presented to the Select tation with a poem as follows:-^
tery but is believed to have origi The first 750 season tickets
and it Was decided that the teacher men for the calling -of a special
nated outside the hotels.' All of which are disposed of willJbe sold ing of all kinds go to Hilton’s constantly, she had formed a circle of that school should serve a hot meeting which they did, setting the
the patients recovered after a very at $2.20 each including war tax. Garage, one. mile below Moody’s of friends, here, who will sincerely dish to pupils who bring, their date for Tuesday, August 19, at~ I have often noticed that when a
feel her loss.
All tickets beyond that number [ store.
. person dies,
uncomfortable night.
dinners.
[two o’clock P. M. The■ following
which is necessary to1 assure the
articles
are
embodied in the war zNo matter what he’s been,
“
It
was
voted
that
in
considera

holding of the Chatuaquazhere will
A saintly chap, or one whose life
tion of all these facts, is was the rant:—
then be disposed of at the advanced
Was darkly stained with sin,
,
y
1.
To
chpose
a
moderator
to
pre
opinion
óf
the
superintendent
and
orice of $2.50 exclusive of the war
His friends forget the bitter words
side
at
said
meeting;
the
school
committee
that
it
was
tax. The campaign to dispose of
He spoke but yesterday,
To ¡act on the petition of Al And send in loads of flowers
impracticable to reopen the Upper :
the first consignment is in full
bert
P.
Day.
and
12
others*
To
see
Alewive
School,
and
that
the
wel

swing and returns are mounting
To honor his lifeless clay.
fare of the pupils there would be if the town will vote to instriict the
rapidly.
Superintending
School
Committee
best
promoted
by
their
continuing
Advance agent Hendrick, wha
It may be fine when one is dead
to attend the . Lower Aléwive1 to repair and reopen the Upper
camouflages under the euphoneous
To have the folks talk so, >
School.
”
Alewive
school,
so
called.
title of twent-ore day man, was on
And send in flowers by the load
3.
To
act
on
the
petition
of
Al

In-so-far
as
this
report
gqes
it
is.
hand jit the meeting to ¿elp the
From far and near, you know;
much mare satisfactory than the bert i*. Day a^d 12 others, To see But the Langsford help
committee by encouragement and
what
sum
of
money
the
town
will
previous
one
but
it
fails
to
cover
advice.
Have a new and better plan
several extremely vital matters Vote to raise to repair, equip and When they come to -offer a tribute
TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL RE
maintain
said
school
and
how
the
contingent
upon
the
decisions
of
KENNEBUNK
To the leader of their band.
UNION ’
same shall be raised.
the board.
*4.
To
act
on
the
petition
of
Jos

No reflection is cast upon* Mr.
And now, dear Mr. Langsford,
The twent-fifth annual reunion"
SPECIAL
Goodrich for the dreath of informa eph Dane, To see if the town will The boys and girls have asked
of the Sons and Daughters of Navote
to
raise
an
additional
sum
of
tion which was contained in the re
me to say' alone,
thanxLord will be held in the Sec
port as he is apparently acting, not money for the support of the Com They would not have your eulogy
ond Congregational Church Kittery
mon
Schools
for
the
year
1919
and
on his own initiative, but directly
To carve upon a stone.
August 20th
Maine _ near the naVy yard, on
under the instructions of the if so how much and how the Same They honor and respect you ■
Thursday August 21.
shall
be
raised.
school board and the statement is
And appreciate all you have done
The following program has been
5. '. To act on the petition of Jos And will not save this tokenmuch more volunimous than has
announced by the committee :
eph
Dane,
To
see
if
the
town
will
previously beer vouchsafed the
To send when you are gone.
At 10.30 A. M. business and re
vote to raise an additional sum of
public by them;
ports will,occupy the attention of
money/for
the
support
of
the
Free
Red roses, peerless beauties,
Mrs. Lowell, after stating last
the Lord family. An historic pa
With their wondrous fragrance
week that having been on the com High School for the year 1919 and
per on the Gen. John Lord house
if
so,
how
much
and
how
the
same
rare,
mittee but ,a short time, she is not
August 21st
will be read by Mrs. Annie Baer;
shall
be
raised.
(
Telling you of the tender love
yet acquainted with’ the inside
At .,1 o'clock the ladies of the
6.
To
act
on
the
petition
of
Jos

And friendship sweet and fair;
workings of the body, when ques
church will serve dinner at 75 cents
Wells Beach affords the nicest Bathing,
tioned this week relative to cer- eph Dare to see if the. town will Take these and let them whisper
a plate. )9 Election of officers. The
vote
to
raise
an
additional
sum
of
That the Langsford help all vow
tain acts of the board which, it
Committee ,of entertainment may
Fishing, Boating, Lighted Streets and
might appear, should'be matters of money for the maintenence of the Life is the time to do good deeds,
have'something
to interest US'. .
Common
Schools
for
the
year
1919
PROGRAM WEEK AUG; 18 TO 23
And we give you your, tribute
public knowledge and concern,
After our business is over we
Amusements of any town on the
Monday—Dorothy Gish in
now.
regarding which, from that stand and if so. how much and how the
can
visit
the
navy
yard
or
view
the
same
shall
be
raised.
“THE HOPE CHEST”
point, information- was sought, de
manypoints of interest.
.
Lastly.
To
act
ori
any
business
coast.
Then
Mrs. Martha Helen Car
Sunshine Comedy—“Waiter^ Wastclined to answer any questions
The payment of $1.00 to the treas
. ed Life”
whatsoever or discuss the jnatter that mayi legally come before said penter'of Boston in behalf of Mr.
urer. Wallingford Goodwin, makes
This is the biggest opportunity ever
Alex Greenwood presented Mr.
Tuesday—Lila Lee in
fjom any viewpoint, stating that meeting.
a life member <>f the associa
“A DAUGHTER OF THE WOLF” you
the elucidation of all ifiatters rela Jt may be explained that articles Langsford with a beautiful ame
tion
.with
an
annual
fee
of
twentyHoudini in the 3rd episode of
offered the public in this section.
tive to school affairs had been dele 4, 5 and 6^vere inserted in the war- thyst ring and also-fo Mrs. Langs
five cents.
“THE MASTER MYSTERY”
gated to the superintendent and rantysolely at the request and as a ford in behalf of the employees a
George
’
E.
Lord
of
Hopkinton,
N.
Wednesday only
. x H., iS the corresponding secretary.
These lots may be seen at any time
that she would enter into ho ex personal courtesy to Joseph Dane. dainty cut-glass vase. It was a.
“THE WHITE HEATHER”
planation nor discussion either There are no endorsers of his pe complete surprise to both Mr. and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Emery
Temple
of
and any information may be obtained
p Sennett Comedy—“Loves False Lynn, who formerly resided in this
personally or as .a member of the tition except the signer, Mr. Dare, Mrs. Langsford to which they re£
Faces”
board. The chairman, Mr. Dane, and, lacking ten signatures it does "sponded in a yery pleasing planner
village
was
i
n
town*
last
week
re

by applying to Oscar J,-_ Hubbnrd or
Thursday only
has gone to New Hampshire and not appear that the, Selectmen'un their thanks and appreciation.
newing
old
acquaintances
of
some
After which Mr. Langsford cut
“THE BIRTH OF A NATION” 25 years ago. They were comfor
cannot be interviewed as to this der such a petition are Compelled
A. A. Perkins, Wells Beach, Maine.
Friday—Edith Storey in
attitude and the other member of to insert them. At least ten signa a fine 'birthday cake sent by Mrs.
tably
taken
care
of
at
the
home
of
“THE SILENT WOMAN”
the committee has not been reach tures are necessary to»enforce the Frank Hutchins Of Cape Porpoise.,
Harry Littlefield.
Marie Walcamp in the 6th episode Mrs.
calling of ,a special meeting. More Mr. Langsford received many beau
ed.
Mrs.
Carlton
Darling
and
son,
“THE RED GLOVE”
Concomitant with -this attitude of over, it does not appear that Mr. tiful gifts from his guests and
Kenneth,
who
have
been
visiting,,
. Saturday—Frank Keenan in"
IF STORPIY FIRST FAIR DAY
at least one member of the commit Dane presented the petition even friends and we all wish him many,
her mother, Mrs. Wm. Durrell of
''‘THE LONG CHANCE”
tee, Mrs. Lowell further stated that over his own signature; At least many happy returns of the day.
the
Landing,
have
returned
to
Current Events
Ford Weekly
then’ home in Wrenthham, Mass.

COURT KEPT BUSY TOWN MEETING LOCAL NOTES

Acme
Theatre
Wednesday Only
“The White
Heather”
Thursday Only

64 House Lots

64 House Lots

Public Auction

64 of the best house lots
on Wells Beach and known
as Ocean Park will be sold
AT PUBLIC AUCTION
to the highest bidder

Saturday, Aug. 16
AT 2.00 O’CLOCK

“The Birth of
A Nation”

J. B. Clark, Auctioneer

SCHOOL AHAIRS IN KENNEBUNK

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE “

The Scope of Evidence

IRennebunk iCntetprtee
PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR, ANNIE JOYCE CREDIFORD.
ASSISTANTS—MR. J. D. HALLEN,
MR. G. P. MOREY.

Published at the Office of the
Enterprise Press
Kennebunk,Me.
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By J. D. Hallen

We might drain the English lan
For several papers, as we hope
all our readers have seen, we have guage in refuting the old thought
been indicating in these lectures of what constitutes A CASE; but
the general question as.,to what this will be the vital thought for
Subscriptions
js necessary to formulate, a Case you. “I must not do the expedient
$1.00 at Lhw—and the word. Case as. we thing, but the right thing.” It is
Yearly in advance
.25 aie using it would mean, have you indecent to attempt to smash a case
Three Months
Single Copies 3 Cents.
a fair right to, prosecute, or a fair thru to the verdict of a jury be
defence. We have declared again cause you*car;—because the court
and again that the most conspic- and public opion .are with you. If
Advertising Bates
ious and significant result of your ybu know—and you are bound to
Card ef Thanks, 5c the line, minimum charge 50c.
•labors, up to the point pf a CASE know, there is a weak spot in your
Resolutions, 5c the line, minimum charge $1.00.
would be, if you are a lawyer in Case, or that you must surpress the IClassified Ads Editorial page, 5c the line.
active practice, the passing of the truth to win. the only thing, to do
preparation o’f the case as we know is. to throw up your brief. You
Display Ads rated oh Application.
it, and the utter forgetfulness of have no right to mock justice,.
retainer or trial of the case until ~ For instance, in the. case of the.
Enterprise Phone 19
the certainty, produced by ; your Impeachment of Andrew Johnson
own labor, that, all things consid a more shamless denial of justice
E.„C. Miller, Kennebunkport.
ered, you are justified in going on can scarcely be imagined than the
and V. G. Fiske, Kennebunk.
'
either with a defence or a pros ruling of the Senate that the de
ecution.
fendant should rot be permitted , to
Helen F. Ward, Cape Porpoise.
If you have carefully considered refute the motive attributed to his
W. F. Cousens, Ogunquit,
what has sojfar beenjvrittebf—have conduct; and, from our standpoint
pot thrown the whol^ discussion and that of the clean ethics of the
Also, at all York County Summer Hotels during the season.
Copies-of the Enterprise can.be had from—E. A. Bodge; C. H. Brown; over in disgust—because no active profession of . the law, it was the
lawyer could give so much time to duty of every clean lawyer in the
any case, We may corné directly to case to get out of the unclean thing
We are the heart of the world; '
the discussion of the Case as .an then, and thete.
'expression of the legal and moral
Don’t chicane with any case—
We must throb to the motor: of unselfishness else we shall expire. right to insist upon the justice of that is the kind,, sort, of justice
an actiori in a court of law or ■vfrhich the cur .^proposed for the
i. e., a court of justice...
mouses in Alice in Wonderland:
That is not idealism—there is no such thing any more; it; is a living equity,
First, then, let us have a latter“I’ll be judjge—I’ll be jury!”
fact.
day definition of a Case at Law. ’ .Said
the cunning old fury.
What kind of litigation should you
“I’ll try the whole cause
This earth has been robbed, starved, defeated, exploited, led wide lend your ability to further? This . And condemn you to death!”
is the question we now propose to
astray—with what strength we have let us get back to the way.
The final outcome of many a case,
consider with you, as we bring this
somwhat . prolonged preliminary today can be traced to this flagrant
“There can be no peace so dong as ppi whole financial and economic business to ar. end. You will
„2“ of impropriety. No practitioner can
system is on a war basis.’” So says the President of the United States. course, be sure to understand—no afford to address a court and jury
time has been lost for the very fun with the feeling that there is one
in the room who knows, might chai
And_“some of the methods by. which prices are produced are illegal damentals of the triaLof an action lenge his facts. A reputation gain
—case, are the matters we have,
some of them are criminal.” All of them represent the rankest profi been considering.
ed by being “a law unto yourself” i
teering. Plain stealing.
A CASE AT LAW is the raw ma is a ford and foolish thing.
terial of Justice; the matter, ma Before you go into court be sure'
Watch the retailers stand up on their hind legs and howl—surely terial, substance, stuff, fluid,’ sub your Case is grounded on sincerity; I
that what' you say will have the ’
they will have no use for the man who tells them the Verity. “There ject, cause, reason, grour-ds, mo right
;_—.lit. ii.
_
to carry
weight
with the pro!
tive, occasion, theme, contents of • _i.i j.sr.
ean be little doubt,” says Wilson (“retailers in part—sometimes in large the principles’of social fellowship fessions. The key-note . of your
part are responsible for the exorbitant prices.”
every Case is to be respect for the
challenged or defended. We will ask you to stop here for truth. No sophistry or logic, tricks
Here is the remedy, the only one,any man can offer: “We are almost a moment,, and, with the Standard of the tr^de. shall ever be able to
cover the want of facts,—their
alone, hold the. world steady,” our President closes his last message Dictionary go over the distinctions weakness.
between
the
.
expressions
—
words,
to Congress. “Itisin this supreme crisis-^—the crisis for all mankind— we have used above. They are not
In every case at bar there are
that America must prove her mettle.” The Providence of the world interchangeable—except, in collo practically no facts at, issue, pro
is to be only the bravest and kindest of men.
quial speech. In the days past, vided. of course, the lawyers have
usage has had much to do with the made the proper preperation; and
These are brave Words—the ultimate expression of the condition meanings of terms—often making the trials that are dragged out into
that which was really incorrect days and weeks—months, like the
of the world as it now is. But President Wilson needs the willing correct; but that d¡ay must be rele present Ford case* are filled with
hand of every producer arid consumer in this land to inaugurate the gated to the limbus of forgotten, interpolated charges, groundless
remedy—personal- honesty. The present civilization will follow the things—each word in the law at and insincere., bolstered up by idle
way of the Greek and the Roman, if our country—the United States, least, is to have its own meaning— casuistry To cover the rags of the
facts. ...
has not sincere men and women sufficient to Influence the faith of the and no other.
GO into-court1 with A CASE that
The first thing to be made plain,
masses in the right conductof humanity—that i| .must not be just
in any definition of a Cáse, is the will " not instinctively shill en
tWelve• o’clock Tor our brother, when it is dinner-time for us. We fact that this Case is not to be con thusiasm and_forbid respect and
must all have proper food apd clothes, for a proper price—else Democ fused with certain other experi stifle all impulse of honest pride in
racy is a failure.
ments—cases that can be won, your own*conduct. Your client has
which have come into being with no right to" expect in you a biased
the practice of the law. Please, partisan—you have been ¿sworn to
NOW WHY WAR PRICES
note, a case that can be won is not look to it that impartial justice is
the Case we are considering—thé administered—and you have no
In this great upheavel of the worla so much has become so differ- difference between them is con- other business in any court.
‘ ent front all our precedént. ideas, that one wonders whether the old spicious and fundamental.
(To be Continued)
ordered life will ever return. Very few things have been in the their
usual place during the last half^decade—prices least of all. Common
WANTED
sense and serious thought with large humanity are needed in this un
Anyone having for sale Antique
precedented situation, - or the eVil will* overbalance the good of the
Furniture, Old Brass, China, Banjo
world. Inevitably, it would seem, the peak of the social load must
Clocks,. Tall Clocks, Old Glass,
be borne and- shared by every individual citizen. At this hour we are
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH Wrought Iron, Andirons, Pewter,
all—producers and middlemen, profiteers; and we have tacitly agreed
Candle Sticks, Old Prints, in fact
to pass the buck and cover the facts. If we have at all—and we surely
anything in the Antique line. Any
Sunday
morning
service
at
10.30
one having articles to offer, -call
. have in some things, caught thé wider vision of-social statics, the
Wednesday evening service at
sane broad outlook on life—which We should have acquired when in 7.45. Everyone is cordially ihr or write.
ORSON CARTER, KENNE
sularity and personality were merged in the common service of World vited to attend.
BUNK, MAINE
Democracy—the time is ripe to demonstrate it. It will not do to say
“The high cost of living is agr^vated by the profiteering of a few
METHODIST CHURCH
powerful men”—grain meats, leather, wool, add our own double
profit to the exorbitnat priçes the consumer has to pay.” Then the Last Sunday was a day of inspi
, consumer—who must also, bê a producer—either of -money or other raron at this church. A large au
energy,, joins the “painful merry-go-çound”'with his private refrigera dience at thejnorning service, with
a nuiriber of new faces, besides the
tor-cars and the rest and boosts his medium; thus adding to the many
familiar ones. There were
general discontent and dissatisfaction caused by “packers,” who are many kind expressions concerning
always at the “bar of public opinion.” In other words—hone of us is the service, as being interesting,
satisfied with the turnover percentage of a conservative business. We enjoyable, and helpful,
Daily trips between Kennebunk'! A number of strangers were pres
want the war-profits—"hence—above everything else, the war-pricés.
ent at the evening service, spme, port and Portland, via Kennebunk
from Boston, and some from Peñn- Beach, Kennebunk, Biddeford and
PARTY GYMNASTICS
¡ sylvania, and tfiey too, said\“We Saco. Also' jobbing of ¡all kinds. to
'have enjoyed the evening service.”
and.from any point,
Men and women will do gymnastics py the hour—day after day,
The pastor and wife are.away for
Tel. Portland 4325.
whe gold and-precious stones would not tempt'to work a,minute. And a few days of this week, and will
* Tel. Kennebunkport, 72-3.
the same minds use np the daylight dodging from chaotic gabble to 'make'calls at Mchanic Falls, Wegt
Ask for our rates.
gabble chaotic—breathless, cramped - uninlightened and unamused ¡Paris, Durham and Brunswick. x
The pastor as treasurer of the
consciously-.«knowing, almost, nothing of the things they say, the things ‘■ Sustentation
Society, -is called tq
NOTICE
to which they subscribe.. Here is -the way it goes. ; The other day ithe Empire Grove Camp-ground, Jo
a lady at--»ay, Lewiston made a bet of a pair of gloves that, coming out attend a business meeting on Thurs .. Kenqebunk Maine, May 31,1919,
of one of those tincouth entertainments where the real class meet to day. k
Be it known that uiy. wife, Mrs,
There have been the regular ser Grace Cbusens having left my bed
discuss things in general, she eould.g6t.-the first comer to agree to
vices
of
the
week,
the
prayer
-and
and board Twill be responsible for
anything she, the Lewiston lady might say. Done. The bet was made.
class meetings. A meeting of the
And this was the result. “My dean Mrs. Brown,”'/Said the one of IW. H. M. S. was held at the home of no bills contracted by her from this
date and I hereby give formal
Lewiston to the first comer, “I am so pleased to find you here.- Such ?Mr§’.j W. T. Kilgore, High St., on notice to thateffecL
news! I have jtst-killed hiy husband!” “You did?” Mrs. Brown Tuesday afternoon for the opening
Fred B. Cousens.
gushed. . “How perfectly delightful!” Of such are those who fling of Mite Boxes, "Work, and to take up
.
3t 7-30-19 pd.
the
study
of
our
Hospitals,
their bonnets, in(the air when the Lodges pour out their skimmings.;
The Lodges have class !■* Why seek for other light. It is -so easy to Services for next Sunday, preach
ing at 10.30, subject of sermon
agtee—how delightful! Quiet concentration is vulgar drudgery.. ^Asi : “Changing the tlnchangable.’’' The
sured truth vitiates party and class intereouse> propriety, harmony. Sunday school at the noon hour,
ReaLcommunion with the party and the class is agreeing with whatever and the eveningservice at 7 o’clock.
the Lodges say. ^You’ll be safe—in the fold of the party, only, when As the others churches are closed, Mason Block*
Kennebunk
a most hearty invitation is extend
the Lodges speak, hoop up with—“How delightful!”
ed to all to come here for worship/ Evenings! by appointment.
“Come thou^with us and we will do « Telephone 49-3
Office Hours 9-4
thee good.”
; .

I

Those Trimmed
Hats
at
Mrs. N. H. Davis
Maine

Kennebunk

Arc Unmatchable in the State
And Modeled to the
Individuality of the Wearer
Values and Vogues are such as this shop
only provides

WANTED to buy, and will pay
the highest market price for, all
kinds of feed sacks, sheeps wool,
pelts, hides and skins.
PORTLAND IRON & METAL CO.,
, •
'
INC418 Commercial St., Portland Maine
YOU CAN INCREASE your in
come from $5.00 to $25.00 per week
without interfering with your
present occupation. We want three
men. Write at once if you need
the money. Box 5226 Boston, Mass
8-7-19 3t pd.

DR. W. T. COX
OSTEOPATH
’ 113 Main St„
Biddeford, Me.
Office Hours, 9 to 5.
Tel. Con.
Graduate under the
founder of the Science
Dr. A. T. Still,

Have You Seen The Con
elusive Bargains at

Tarr-Gon

WAKEFIELD’S
Shoes—Clothing—Broken and the Complete
Suits—Bags—Goods that Serve and Please—
Values and the Quality—Come In and Take One
of These Bargains Home! That will Convince
You. The Place is

WAKEFIELD’S

will remove road tar from
automobiles with a very
small amount of labor.

PRYOR-DAVIS CO
“The Old Hardware Shop”
36. Market., St., Portsmouth, N. H
Tel. 509

T. L. EVANS & CO
HAMMOCKS

- GO TO -

Dresser’s at the Daylight Store
for Illuminating Prices
Men’s and Boys’Furnishings that are up to date
and down to Rock Bottom Bed of Fabric, Labor
and the time’s prices. The last word in Quality,
Style and Right’Priced Haberdashery—Climax
of Bargains for this Summer.

Men and Boys

The Daylight Store

Marked down to
. close out

1.25
2.50
3.75
4.50
5.50
5.75
7.50
10.

K

ENNEBUNK nORT
ANDE ORTLAND

«ALE OF

Now is the Time to eat

SEND FOR ONE OF THESE

Handsome Bath Towels at St each
White Turkish -plain white Terry—others in fancy jacquard design
with beautiful damask border in- bhie, pink, gold or lavender.
We pay postage.

PORTEOUS, MITCHELL & BRAUN CO.
•

PORTLAND"

Stable Horses To Let!
By the Hour, Day or Week

Stable in Rear of Casino, Kennebunkport
Telephone Conn ection

Icy hpt Vacuum Bot
tles pint size, worth
2.50 at

$1.89

Fresh Vegetables

SALE OF

Buy Them at

EXPRESS

Dr Frederick R. Ferris
Osteopath

75c
2.00
3.00
3.50
4.50
4.75
6.00
8.00

Kennebunk, Maine

CHURCH NOTCES

ennebunk

hammocks
hammocks
hammocks
hammocks
hammocks
hammocks
hammocks
hammocks

A. M. SEAVEY’S
Kennebunk, Maine

Water Street,

Icy hot lunch kit with
vacuum bottle, worth
4.00, at
2.98

T. L EVANS & CO
BIDDEFORD. ME.

Are you feeling cool and comfortable these
hot days? If you are not, there is a reason.
Screen your Porch with Vudor Screens.
Put one of your comfortable Couch Hammocks on the
porch or in the shade of the trees.

One of our Perfection Oil Cook Stoves is a preventative
against the excessive heat in your kitchen.

Don’t Suffer---Buy now.

H. P. Atkinson & Sons, Inc.
Furniture, Carpets, Rugs, Draperies
Atkinson Block
Biddeford, Maine*

,
*

Atkinson Block
Saço, Maine

KENNEBUNK ENTËËPRÎSË. KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Hoarding merchandise is out of our line, men, there’s-no room for5moth-balls hère,¿timèhas!

ripened our policies, but our clothes must be new every season/consequehtly

IOE THE CLOTHIER pO
Biddeford and Saco’s Biggest and Best
Store for Men and Boys

121-122 Main St., Biddeford

170 Main St., SacoJ

Offer Their Hosts of Friends a Most Profitable
Opportunity to Save with the Still
Advancing Prices
We have for ammediate disposal, not for sacrifice^ but for Valuable Savings in
Prices that are quite as low hsour Values will allow Summer Stocks of Everything

pertaining to the Apparel of a Man of Distinction and Taste to Be.
And, still pursuing our Policies, we will Sell CverV garment and furnishing just
about to pass out of its season, at Prices lower than Any other place ve know.

An opportunity to
OUTFIT THE BOY ANp MAN FOR THE SUMMER, THE FALL AND THE WINTER &OM STOCK THE LARGEST; LIVEST.
AND THELOWEST PRICED QF ANY’WE KNOW IN NEW ENGLAND? "l^EN, WE MEAN THIS OFFER . .
AS IT LAYS; COME IN, TRY US OÜT AND SEE IT

KENN^RltNK. ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK; MAINE
Dana Densmore returned to the1 !
TrulFHopsital last Saturday and :
was operatéd on /Tuesday having
the;jaw bene scrapped.
Mr; R. R. Stevens of New York
the engagement of his
&/At thè meeting of the registers announces
!
Miss Olive K. Stevens-form
of voters Monday the name of Ar- siiie.r,
’
ofthistowri now of Strong, Me
thur E. Johiison was supplemented? ,erly
1
to Mr. Donald H. LuCe also of
to the voting list.
Mr. Will Webbér and family mo- Strong.
1
The local grocer J butcher, baker,
fored t6 Standish on, Sunday, then
to Poland, where . they left yotfng haberdasher, clothier, etc., etc., re
Mr. Alton Webber who will remain port the wholesale prices for the
supplies men must have as still sky
there for a week.
Crex, Crex De Luxe, Grass Fibre, Rush and
< | Joseph Dane and wife and Joseph rocketing. The biute .seems to be
Bragdon and wife are a vacation'at the only limit.
the Idlewild in Bethlehem, N. \H. ' Cameras and camera films also
They will remain; for a week at developing and printing. Fiske
Japanese Rugs. All Sizes. Just Received
‘the druggist bn the corner. Adv.1
least and probably two. •
Fred E. Titcomb is making ar
Miss Ida ’J1, says the bonnet-^—hat,
fitted to her personality at Mrs. rangements to leave on a vacation
David’s shop, is just a perfect gem beginning the 23rd of this month.
of a sombrero, chapeau, summer He Will make the first leg of his
trip by auto to Boston and will not
ideal. Go and see.
Mr. Prescott Littlefield, the very return until after Labor Day.
PORTLAND
There are numerous reports of
popular man of the order-book and
pencil, is at Kennebunk Bèach for losses of vegetables throughout the
the balance of the season. Press town, the activities of the garden
Stays thè water is fine—even« the thieves having been aided by the
illumination furnished by the full
clams .like it.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick J. Dris- .moor-. Fred E. Titcomb had allei
coll and daughter are' registered at his cucumbers, both large and pick
the McLellan. They are motoring ling sizes, cleaned out the first of
*
- . ’ „
thru from Boston, their home, to the'week,
The exterior Of the Post Office
the Poland Springs, where they will
spend th© remainder of the season. block is being completely renovat
Dr, Simpson went to Lovell last ed. New gutters are being install
week to see'one of his former pa ed by Archie Clark and general re
tients in a case in which he was pairing done, The building is al
called in consultation. He .was so being repainted ,in( two shades
accompanied by his wife. They, of gray, the work being done by
took one day to renew old acquain Charles W-/. Hinckley who has a
large force of men at work. The
tances.
' z/
improvements will add greatly to
" Tumeric, alum, and spices, for .the
appearance of the block.
your pi eke1 needs are sold by Fiske
Registered
at the McLellan—C.
the druggist on the corner. Adv.
M. Cook and E. M. Wells, of Boston.
The wonderful display of North Summer visitors with a mission./
ern Lights which illuminated the They
!
are looking this territory over
sky on Monday night seems to have with the intention of locating beds
beep observed by but few people in in which to plant, clams, These
that the general retiring hour of gentlemen have figures to show
Kennebunk, which goes to prove .that one bushel of right clams will
New York and Kennebunk people is grow into one acre of markitablé
not the same.
mollusc in two years. Anyone can
Press said’this morning when he buy a bushel, of these shéll-fish for
came round after the order'for the $2.00—make some figures oi»< that,
day, “The way to be sure of making my worthy reader, ’and get the
a shadow, is to stand in your own profit.
sunshine.’” True. Josh Billing’s» At the Sparhawk, last Sunday
advice was good. Laff every time morning, there were the following
you pheel tickled, and laff once in fruits for breakfast, Native BlueA -while enyhow,”
A. O. BESSE
berries, ditto Blackberries, ditto
That there is no considerable in Red Raspberries and Black Rasp
Kennebunkpqrt, Maine
terest in the formation of a post of berries. Good, eh? Tyell, one of
the American Legion in Kennebunk the steady guests called the head
was proVen when insufficient veter waiter and asked, “Is it not possi
ans-responded to the call last Mon ble to have prunes’’--the poor, dear,
day evening to constitute the neces bey o n d-criticism prune!—“for
IHMmMHMmramNMBHMMl
I sary quorum. The meeting was ad breakfast now and then?” It was.
journed indefinitely.
He got his prunes. What is pleas
Mrs. Hallen and Mrs. Hall mo ant weather, the tonje of Maine air,
tored up th Ogunquit on Saturday thè fragrance of ripening crops,
to look “The Eldrige”’over. More the healthy appetite for tempting
than pleased with it—charming wood, and ocean baths to the stom
place fbr a discriminating summer ach that * Vé^rns ft>r “stewed
caravansary. And it has the add prunes!” The incident is not a
ed lure .of antiquity, Something fiction..
may come of that motor trip.
- Mr. Hallen, of the ENTERPRISE
“Baby Grand” (Model FB) Touring, $1135 J
Lieut. Joe. Jackson and Mrs. Jack will speak at the Evening meeting^
son
registered
at,the
McLellan
Sat

Village Studio at Ogunquit on next
“Baby Grand” Roadster,
1110
urday—the Lieut is just back from Sunday evening. The hour will be.
“Baby Grand” Sedan,
Germany, and for a splendid change 7.30; the subjefet, “DANTE THE
“Four-Ninety” Touring,
735
will spend the remainder of the ARTIST.”' Mr. Hallen knows his
summer in Maine. At the same Dante by heart, and as a guide thru
.715
“Four-Ninety” Roadster,
house, a later arrival. Mr. Harold this great author’s work has no su
1185
“Four-Ninety” Sedan,
S. Ryder of Morrisville, Vt.
perior;'Presented in the Village
1110
“Four-Ninety” Coupe,
On Saturday night, little Johnnie Studio, òhe of the greatest of th òse
F. 0. B. Flint, Michigan.
Laite just escaped by the skin of ►we are wont to call the monuments
teeth from missing the train fo’r of human genius will have the at
Valve in Head Motor .
Immediate Delivery | his
Kennebunkport. ' On Sunday morn mosphere of his talent. Dante was
Day and Night Service.
Washing at all times. Storage by Day or Week.
i ing he took a dip in the Sea. His the most gifted artist we know in
little sister looking on saidà “Why word-painting, and presented in
FALMOUTH GARAGE & TIRE COMPANY ii Johnnie,
how dirty your feet are !” his own tongue as well as in the
i “Gee!” replied the kid, “I missed English---as Mr. Hallen offers the
R. W. LAIRD, Manager
train last summer!”
poet, the hearer is 'given thoughts
Middle and Market Streets,
Portland, Maine jj theLieut.
Robret J. Brown. Jr. with in . their definite shape. This talk
1 his wife and son are now living in will be worth while.
. Washington where Lieut.- Brown is
Page and Shaws the candy of ex
stationed on' special duty connected cellence
is sold by Fiske the drug
i with the aviation department. He gist
on the corner.
Adv.
| has recently been transferred ffom
Mr. Jackson 0. Elwell presented
Ellington Field, Houston Texas,
I where he was officer in charge of to the Webhannet Club, for their
I training. Mrs. Brown (nee Abia flower sale at the Lawn Party one
r Stone) was, previous to her mar- hundred Myrtle, Prince of Wales,
| riage a teacher in the Kennebunk Lily White, Black Beauty and sever
al other varities of Gladiolii, which
L schools.
| Waterman’s Ideal fountain pens, were beautiful, and not only elicit
I self-filling and safety types are ed the greatest admiration but
E sold by Fiske the druggist on the were readily sold. One customer
I corner.
.
Adv buying forty. Only one sale was
| Two marriages, in b'oth of which less than one dozen. Mr. A. F.
I the contracting parties were from Jacque^iin presented a large bas
| out of town, were performed Tues- ket of sweet peas, infant’s breath
I day evening by Rev. R. A. Rich at and asters. He patiently arranged
I the Methodist parsonage.' At 5;30 the peas and the lovely mist into
I Donald L; Needham of Groveton, -individual bouquets, which made a
I N. H., and Miss Lottie M. Snell of decided “hit.”, Mrs. Maurice Cos
i Hebron Me., were joined in matri- tello presented a bouquet of lovely
I mony and at 9 o’clock Nelson, C. dahlias. One person took them all.
I Adams of Wells, and Miss Clara G. Mrs. Goodnòw gave a variety of
I Dixon of Wells , were united. The flowers, but a fine thistle elicited
g single ring service was used in both more questions than the “sales
lady” was able tò'answer. A bot
marriages;
“Its Cheaper* to Buy Than to Bake”
With the full tide of summer anist Bought oi?a large spray and
trade flowing to Maine the Mousam the test of the bunch went soon
House is doing the greatest busi after. Nasturtiums and many other
ness that it has done for years. flowers whose name, and the, name
Last week 118 persons registered of the donors were not known, were
at the hotel and the average per, readily disposed of. . Every ’donor
day so far this week is even great is hereby personally thanked for
er. In addition to the large num such, a Successful sale. Over $22.
ber of guests having rooms, a was realized from this source the
heavy transient trade is being sal of the flowers being in charge'
served in the dining room. Much 'sal® of the flowers being in charge
nf the trade' which ya being divert' Harry" Littlefield.
ed to the hòtél is due to the recom
FOR SALE
mendations of former guests of the
real old New England flavor of the
StfQil’s Canning'outfit entirely
meals served in the bounteous
fashion of the days before profi new, never used, for offers.
Mrs. B. P. Emery.
teering attained its present poplLower Village.
larity.
'

Local Notes

Summer Rugs

G. W. LARRABEE COMPANY
DEPARTMENT STORE

At Moderate Prices in all Grades

W. T. Kilborn Co. ^TX^uas

Enough Said—Come and See Them

The Bungalow Shop

Maine

Kennebunk

TIME TO SEE RANGES
right now.

Look critically at your old stove and

THEN
Come to LARRABEE’S and take a look at the New
National and Republic

MAGEE RANGES
Look within and without these Superior

And talk it ovèr.

Cooking-Machines.
The old stove at home is liable to cost you more for wasted
coal this winter than the Compact, Automatic Gas-Coal-Wood

MAGEE RANGE
WILL COST OUTRIGHT.'

And in the meantime the

MAGEE will be UNAPPROACHABLE in its WORK
and a CONSPICIOUS and' Valuable Ornament in YOUR
HOME

Time Saving, Simplicity, Efficiency, Visible
Cooking, that’s the

MAGEE

OPENING
New Salesroom

The Joy of the Housewife

Shoeing Chevrolet Cars Exclusively
...

1685

. .

I
I

Buy Your Baked Beans and
Brown Bread

Haskell & Jones Co
Carry Hart Schaffnet & Marx Clothing
ECAUSE the label tells you who made them;
EC AU SE the label is a Seal of all wool fabric;
ECAUSE each Suit is perfectly tailored;

B

Because every Garment is correct in Style;

Because the Fabrics are woven to wear loi^g and give satis

faction; and

For Saturday Night and Sunday

BESIDES

And Bread and Pastry Every Day at

Hart Schaffner and Marx Label

Joy’s Bakery

When you think of
GOOD JEWELRY—think

H. L. Dupre
GOOD WATCHES—think

H. L. DUPRE
RINGS-think

■

Biddeford, Maine

Next Door to Biddeford National Bank

Agents for 1847 Rogers Silverware and Community
Silver Plate, Waterman IdeafFountain Pens.

If these Clothes are not everything you

Are told they are

HASKELL & JONES COMPANY
name on every SHIRT, TIE, apd intimate furnishing, for
MAN and BOY, It Spells
Look for the

DISTINCTION
This is the gentlemen’s Style shop, the Centre for Class-Clothes

H. L. DUPRE
161, Main Street,

Says you can have your money back

A most effective remedy for the relief of asthma
and hay fever. The healing fumes from burn
ing herbs relieves the' choking sehsation by
clearing the air passages and soothing the irri
tated membranes. In use for'more than 40
years. Two sizes—25c and $1.00.
Send for free sample.
If your dealer cannot supply you order direct from

Northrop & Lyman Co. Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.

THE VALUE AND SERVICE STORE

Portland, Maine
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—THE AERIAL MAIL—
I wonder if my readers know any
thing about the “antinoise’1 tele
phone. This was perfected by
Peter L. Jensen and Edwin S.
Prindhäm, engineers of the Magnavox Company of California, un
der war pressure.
How often you have tried to
carry on a phone conversation when
someone was making a noise in the
room—splaying a piano, or mending
a door. Not possible, was it?
Well, the Magnavox “antinoise”
enabled virtually perfect telephonic
intercommunication among the
members-pf the crew of America’s
combat airplanes, and equally effi
cient wireless telephone communi- •
catior< with the ground, from
heights as great, as ten thousand
feet. •
HIS real money-saving event needs no explanation.
You know from past ex
One unique test made with these
phones^ consisted in placing a tele
perience that you’ll find plenty to interest you. We don’t make the exagerated
phone equipped with the “anti
noise” transmitter inside the steel
statement that no other stock is as large, nor the variety so wide, but we do say
shell of a boiler. With several
A large stock comprising Percales, Madras,
men outside the boiler pounding on
Repps, Cheviots,. Fibre and Pure Silk.
the shell with hammers, a person
that there is no choicer or more carefully selected stock-—and the qualities are of the very
inside was able to telephone to
Were
Now
those on the outside without in
highest character;' in fact there are no greater values to be had than this Live Store offers.
terference from the din of the ham
mering.
1.50
And back of Benoit-Dunn Co. values, impressive as they are, you will always find the
- I often wonder if this year will
not go down in history as thé1'first
year of the age of aerial transpor
2.00
rock-ribbed Benoit-Dunn Co. guarantee. Impregnable it stands there; buttressed by the
tation. Already eight airways have
been laid out across thé country— ;
entire resources of the great Benoit System; tested, tried and true, by firm adherence to
the Woodrow Wilson, the Wright
2.50
Brothers, the Langley, the Chanute
never lowered ideals of sincerity and value-giving.
and the Bell. Then, we have two .
3.00
»lew annuals—“Aircraft Year
Book,” and the “Official Aero Blue
Book* and Directory,” both hand
4.00
somely bound, well illùstrated, and
crammed füll of valuable informa
tion. Also thé “Yeâr-Book” gives a
5.00
list of important events in the his
tory of flying, both before and dur
ing the war, a list of all of the aces
6.00
and. their records, an account of the
aerial-mail service, a list of air
Plenty of thepopular “Kleenkut” brand, and some with two
plane terms, and an aeronautic
New Spring styles with the popular waist line models included
pairs of Knickerbockers
. bibliography.
It is not generally known in this
‘country that the “Bedouin” Squad
$6.00 Suits
$25.00 Suits
ron—a kind of a “birds-of-featherflock-together” band of wanderers
made up of English, Irish, Scotch,
7.50 Suits
American, Indian, South African,
1 lot of 1.25 Work Shirts
and Australian, was the first band
30.00 Suits
of fliers to engage in. long-distance
8.50 Suits
bombing. Such is the facti how
ever. and one of the “Bedouins,”
Lieut. Robert H. Reece^ in a volume,
10.00 Suits
35.00 Suits
recently published, gives a very in
1 lot of 25cHose,now
teresting and entertaining account
12.00
Suits
1 lot of 1.25 Union Suits
of the doings of this Squadron. ■
One looking up the doings of the
40.00 Suits
birdmen will find much in the
15.00 Suits
Lieut.’s . book—“Night Bombing
with, the Bedouins,” to give the
right direction. ?
18.00 Suits ’
50;00 Suits
It has been said,. “The best
weapon employed by the United
States in France was its airplane
propaganda. Flying above the
Hun and dropping printed matter
containing sundry truths” which
- They are not all sizes at the following prices, but they are all good Suits and extraordinary value.
it was desirable to. impress upon
1 lot 1.50 and 2. Hats at
the Teutonis understanding was
one of the regular activities in the
20.00 Suits
25.00 Suits
35.00 Suits
American sky army during the last *
months of the war, and an assembly
of experts was engaged in the prep-2.50-300 Hats
eration and distribution of this
most persuasive material.
Hundreds of tons of this—“sun
4.00-4.50 Hats
dry truths,” was dumped down
among the enemy; and such truths
5.-6. Panamas
as “There are 1,900,000 American
troops now in line, ’ and millions
more to follow”—all done into Ger»
man from the keenest advertising
English, must have made even the
rank and file of the Hun. sit up, if
“sitting up”—thinking, was possi
ble with the dirty, great herd of
common» cattle, stinking, helpless
dangrous. Captured these were
always hungry, speechless, glad to
THE JEWELER
be prisoners.
WRIT^ OR PHONE
253 Hain St.
Biddeford Some of the material used to fire
among the German was as illumi
nating as the publicity of a Beach
Hotel—and, I am sure, heaps of it
did about as much good—it was
certainly worthy to.CONTRACTORS FOR DRILLED WELLS
I will conclude this paper with
On Thursday, one sample, of the “truths” we
Office Corner Washington Street and Central Avenue,
Friday, Saturday fathered—this was in German. •
of each week.
“The salient, where the Germans
DOVER;
Tel. 399-M
N. H.
3 0 7 Sanford had, defended themselves for four
Trust Co., Bids., [years, was taker, in twenty-seven
Sanford.
houçs by the Americans.” Only—,
Monday, Tues there is the humor of the whole
e
day, Wednesday situation—of what we thought we
were doing—not orie in ten thous
of each week.
336 Main St., and of the. rank and file of the Hun
Biddeford, Maine army knew what a'“salient”'was,,
and no one, could have made him
OU know how
Hours: 1.to 9 P.M. understood—without years of edu
cation. We thought we were do-,
much toasting im
ing things—that’s one of the things
that won the war—took ourselves
proves bread. Makes
Every requisite for the occasion. Lady assistant
so seriously.

Our Much Looked For Semi-Annual

RED FIGURE SALE!
Begins Thursday florning, August 14

I

Shirts

1.19
145
195
235
2-95
3-85
4-65

Kuppenheimer and Other High Grade Suits
also Boys’ Clothing, Shirts, Straw Hats, etc.

85c.

|5^

85c

Straw Hats

Three Extra Special Lots

1350

195
2-95
3-95

Do You Need Water ?

Artesian' Well Company of N. H.

4.95

20.50
24.50
27.50
31.50
40.00

Special

95C

Boys’ Suits

Men’s Suits

24-50

1750

Benoit=Dunn Co.

256 Main Street,

Biddeford, Maine

DIN AIW

Yes.
it’s toasted

CLAIRVOYANT

L. A. HURD

Funeral Director

when desired.
Motor Hearse, Ambulance, and
closed Automobiles for the modem funeral.
We also maintain a complete horse drawn equips
meàt for our conservative patrons,-Hearses, Hacks,
etc.
x
.
.
Whether we have the f^nerài*ïn charge or not,
you may feel free to order your complete funeral
cortege direct from this office.,

Lie A. HURD
Winter Street, Sanford, Maine
PHONJE OFFICE 1T7M1 ~ PHONE RES. 117-3
Branch Offices at Alfred and Lebahon, Maine.
Address all correspondence to Sanford Office.
Day or night calls at à distance of 15 miles gr^legs jyill re
ceive prompt attention without extra charge. f
Should circumstarices reqûire the servicesjif a funeral di
rector while in a distant city, a -telephone to this office would
put us in immediate charge.
We conduct a funeral service where courtesy makes every
consideration to grief.
,,
. Our experience, Equipment and System are at your service
at any time of thé day or night. We are never closed.

£

PROF

it taste good. Of course
—more flavor.
Same with tobacco
—especially Kentucky
Burley.

Buy yourself à pack
age of Lucky Strike
cigarettes. Notice the
toasted flavor^. Great!
Nothing like it. The
real Burley cigarette.

FLINT

Clairvoyant and Spirit Medium

Why Go Through Life Unhappy?
. Do you wish to gain your heart’s
desire? If so, come to me without
delay; I.positively guarantee to ac
complish speedy results or money
refunded. I have helped many From 1 to 100 tons. No com
others. ‘ Why not you ?
pany can quote lower prices on any
Life is what we make it, ate you kind of cargo from Furniture to
willing to stand still in your same Sand.
“old rut of disappointment,” or
have you the moral courage to Gall me up, it will save you
reach out for success and let me
„-.j
help you. There is in the realms money.
of nature a cure for everything, if
We but know where to find it, and
how to apply it. If you .are worried
or troubled and db not know which Tel. 31-2 Kennebunkport, Maine
way to go, I can advise and help
you on> the right road, without ask
ing a single question, I will tell you
exactly what you wish to know, who
ABBO -T-T- S
you can trust, and who your ene
mies are; in fact, I read your life
like an open book.
f QUICKLY RELIEVE]
Everything strictly confidential.
Readings $1.00 to all. Remember
STOMACH GAS
the days ar d hours. ,
AND
Monday, Tuesday«. Wednesday, 336
INDIGESTION
Main. St., Biddeford, Thursday. Fri
MONEY BACK IF THEY FAIL*
I TRY THEM AND YOU WILL
day, Saturday of each week at San
NEVER BE WITHOUT THEM
I ALL DRUGGISTS 25»
ford Trust Co. Bldg., Sanford. Re
member the days. Hours 1 to 9
daily.

Motor Trucking

R. G. SEAVEY

ABB-TABS

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, 52 COPIES FOR $1.00
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KENNEBUNKPORT

On Friday night the regular
is Prohib. anyway. The new’sign seventy two guests being served in
the diping room on Sunday. The Community Sing oCcurs in the
read *Womans Exchange.’
This was of no importance to following named persons were add church led by .Miss Bacon, at
the visitors as every benedict at ed since last week to those sum which meeting, Mr. E. W. Fiske is
the Cape is entirely satisfied with mering» there.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Hender announced to give ä short addreSf
his present wife and has very good
reason to be so; we have not heard son, Cliarles E. Henderson, Boston. on ‘Know Your Community.*
of any . would-rie benedict who
Mr. and Mqs H. J? Kettell, Miss
Sunday morning August 17, Mis.*
Wagr«er formerly of this place, at want^o exchange his , best girl. K. Kettell, Mr. H. J. Kettell, Jr., Louise Hamlin of New York City
the -home of his daughter, Mrs. "After an hour or two of the re-1 Worcester, Mass.
poseful surroundings of the Port t Miss A. L. Padhard, Roxbury, will render a vocal solo at the
Lizzie Philbrook of Matinicus.
church.
Mass.
i Recent Sinnett House arrivals. they took a car home.
Many large parties are being
Some of the Cape ladies are ask
Mrs. J. L. Ronald, Miss A. T.
Last ¡Sunday morning the pastor
ing if the new ‘Cape Porpoise For served at Stone Haven with shore spoke on the “Imminence of the
Ronald, Boston.
Fred H. Dioule and wife, Martin ward Movement’ is to include a dinners. Among the\most note Kingdom of God,” it being the
Arnold and wife, W- F. Turner and Mens Exchange,—even prophesy worthy of the week were one by
ing , its success. But the Port Audrey McLernon of Montreal of fourth of the series.! The text
wife, Somerville; Mass.
Edith C. Mellen, T. A. Tupper must be waking up,—one new sigfti ten covers and one by Mr. and Mrs. chosen was “The -Kingdom of God
and Mr. ***•*•
and | is within
there! Someone must have hailed Booth Tarkington,
It was
pointed uui
out
A
WllIHIl yuu.
waa pviavvu
and wife, Reading, Mass.
you.1 xv
Mrs. Harry Leon Wilson of eleven that wholesome community work
Charles McLean and wife, John ‘it up.
Rovers.
fostered.by the church was to be
Sanford and wife, New Haven,’
COMMUNITY SINGING AT
Mrs. Alvah Perry and Mrs. Wil reckoned as a part of, the. work oj
Conn. ,
CAPE PORPOISE
liam Lufkin are visiting at the
Dr. W. F. Greene and wife Mt.
The fourth of the series of thèse home of Mrs. Harold Cluff. They the Kingdom.
Vernon«, N- Y.
' popular
This meeting on Sunday night
gatherings wâs hèld in the will remain through Labor Day.
Some of the hustling folks at village church on Friday evening.
The large congregation, at the will be the consummation of a four
Cape Porpoise, longing for a quiet ^s usual the room was filled and Capa Pprpoise church Sunday days campaign for $2500 to be used
restful Hour or two and knowing overflowed, Mr. Ratcliffe, leader morning August 10, listened with for church' and community pur
right well where jx> find true rural? of the Department of Community
poses. The Rev. J. E. Lacount of
ity^tookan afternoon car one day! Singing at Portland, was present pleasurable interest to a violin so Boston will be' the speaker, after
lo,
exquisitely
rehdered
by
Miss
last week for .Kennebunkport. and conducted. Miss Maxon of
which the reports of the various
There they npted one new sign New York, a summer guest, accom Hazel Trueman, accompanied by committees will be heard.her
sister,
Miss
Muriel
Trueman.
board, an event in itself at the panied. The ‘Sing* was a great
Miss Trueman will be heard The campaign opened Wednesday
Port. On the new sign was paint success and Mr. Ratcliffe, who, as again
Sunday evening August evening August 13th with an out
ed a broad arrow, pointing to the conductor is a master, was greatly 17, at on
the report meeting of the door éommunity sink l®d by Mr.
keyholp of the door of the new es pleased at the excellent singing or Cape Porpoise
Forward Movement. Granyille Graves, cornetest and
tablishment. . The. Cape visitors the large number present.
On Thursday evening, the guests Mrs. Warren S? Rowell organist.
noted how unnecessary Was the! The
__ Langsford „JUL
House'had a of the Langsford House give an At this opening meeting, the, pas
arrow, as the keyhole was a bigjrecord number of guests~over*the entertainment in the dinning room tor of the Cape Porpoise explained
one,—July 1st was past and Maine! week end last week, one hundred for the benefit of the above.
the purposes of trie movement.

CAPE PORPOISE

Rev. S. .E. Leech of Farmington
The monthly meeting of the. The Sherman Merrill home is tie has joined his wife at. their sum
cottage here where *he will
Public Library Board was held oh center of merry making of a gay mer,
a month’s vacation.
Monday evening. The report of crowd during these August days. spend
Miss Arlettie L. Tibbetts who is
the librarians showed that the issue No less than twelve persons, cpn- employed in the Merchant’s Na
of books and magazines to patrons I sisting of guests at the house and,
Bank of Boston is spending
living in the immediate va- tional
was among the largést that had oc- people
;
vacation with her parents, Mr.
form bathing parties daily aand
curred. An assistant librarian has cinity
<
Mrs. R. P. Tibbetts.
been in charge of the upper room, <down) by the river and they fre Mrs. Albert Hutchins whzo has
where many7 of the most valuable <quently have their Crowd increased been ; in poor health for some
books of the library are shelved. by
1 people from up the river. Al months went to Portland on Mon
Many patrons have found this room imost every night there are parties day of this week for treatment. ,
a pleasant place for reading and :from Kennebunkport and Cape The Ladies’ Aid held their an
study and, some have been delight- ;Porpoise who make their way up nual summer sale in the church
ed at thè character of the works ;and down the Kennebunk in boats, vestry Tuesday afternoon and
that are there accessible. The li«? «canoes! The full moon makes the evening- .of this week. Mrs. Otis
brarian reported that she had had Waterwhy5 almost as light '-as day Ntman was in charge of the fancy
the opportunity of obtaining from when, they return and the later and Work table, Mrs. Edgar Huff the
other libraries, among them the later rising of the moon is making aproh' table, Miss Marie GoldthSmithsonian Institution Of Wash their .stay on the river longer and waite and Miss Noel that of home
ington«, D. C., works that were longer as the month grows older. made candies, Mrs. Ralph Perkins,
sought by patrons who were en
assisted by Mrs. Albert Moody
gaged in preparing special articles KENNEBUNKPORT SCHOOLS and Mrs. Louis Deinstedt the ice
on topics not fully covered by the
cream, Miss Lillian Huff, the
books at hand. Major Burrage re Merton T. Goodrich, ,as secre flowers, «and Mrs. Frank Nunan the
ported that the file of Town Reports tary, ex-officio of the Kennebunk cake table. The sale was well
had been put in the hands of the .port School Committee, has issued patronized and one hundred and
binder and would shortly be re- the
■
following account of their last fifty nine dollars ($159) were
turned to the library in substantial meeting
:
:
taken.
binding. Major Burrage also ex The SphooL.Committee of Kenne-: The death is reported of Daniel
hibited a scrapbook, which he had bunkport met at the home of J. It
been previously authorized to se- Benson,
:
Friday night, August 8
sure, in which are to be placed ar- and
,
upon nomination by the super
tides, letters and other documents intendent
:
the following teachers
and pictures of interest to Kenne were elected:
bunkport .and vicinity. It was sug Assistant in. High School, Latipi
gested . that ’any who .have photo- and
:
French, Miss Achsa Bean, $750.
graphs or postcards of buildings Engish, Bernice Smith, $750.; Com
or sceness of the vicinity would mercial, Miss Hannie Palmer, $750
confer a favor by presenting them Wildes Grammar, Cora I Smith,
to the library for preservation in $16 per week.
this book, which must become of > Wildes Primary, Ethel L. San
increasing value as the years pass. born, $16.per week.
It was voted to loan a number of. ‘Cape Porpoise Grammar, Mrs.
books and periodicals to the recent Emma Johnson, $17 per week.
ly opened clubhouse for girls.
- Cape Porpoise Intermediate,
Next Tuesday evening a musicals Blanche W- Huff, $16 per week.
for the benefit of the library will Cape Porpoise Primary, Louise
. be given in the Congregational M./Merrbw, $16 per week.
Village ^ Grammar, Winnifred
church. The program has been
arranged by Miss Katherine Twam- $17'per week.
Music Teacher, Miss Mary F. At
bly,- and will be of a varied nature,
including vocal and ’cello solos. kins was reelected.
It is hoped that residents and visi It was voted that schools in Ken
tors will join in the support of this nebunkport open Sept. 15.
enterprise, not merely because of
its purpose to aid in the mainten KENNEBUNKPORT WATER
- SPORTS.
ance of a valuable public institu-,
tion, but also because of thé splen
The
annual
-water sports which
did program that will be offered^
The new clubroom for . the bene were held-|on Monday afternoon
fit of the girls?, which has been( under the ¡auspices of the Kenne
opened in the Deland boathouse, is bunk River Boat Club were by
serving a fine purpose. New faces far the most successful ever
are daily seep, among those who held in the (town. Both in
enter its doors,, and all are delight point of numbers of the entries and
ed at the privileges afforded. A spectators all, previous meets were
sympathetic and competent hostess put in the shade. The banks of the
is always on hand to lend every river were thronged with a colorful
assistance possible. During the enthusiastic crowd which yelled its
week, through the kindness of Mr. encouragement of the various con
Hawkes, manager of the local office testants from,the banks, and laid
of the York County Light Co., an ¡down innocuous wagers on-the fa
electric flatiron has been added tó vorites.! So close were some of the
the equipment, and is proving of contests that the judges Louis Nor
much benefit; Thé Public Library ton, Geo. Batts and F. L. H. Nobje
Board, has voted to loan the pjub a found considerable difficulty in
number of books and magazines, picking the winners. The summary
which will help to increase the en Men’s Swimming—Won by Wil
joyment of the girls in their leisure fred Garvin.
Women’s Swimming—Won ~by
iiours.
Mrs. D. Hotchkiss.
The Woman’s Exchange was
Object Diving (10 ft water)—j
opened on Monday in the Grant Won by Ogden Purvies.
house. The .offerings; in« the form Swimming on Back, Women—
of homemade rugs, faricy work and Won by Miss Dorothy Walker.
$1.25 Work Shirts
cooked food and candies ( were va Three. Heats, Fancy Diving—
ried, and the patronage was large. Won by Tunie Kinsolving, son of
The rooms will be kept open during Bishop Kinsolvirg'of Brazil.
the week, possibly longer, if cir Plain Diving, Women—Won by
4.50 Heavy Unionalls
cumstances seem to make it advis Miss Mildred Shepard.
able.
'
•
Under Water Distance Swim—
Under the auspices of the Ken Won by L. S. Douglass.
1.00 Heavy Sport Shirts
nebunk River Club, water sports Tlunge and Float—Won by C. L.
were held at the clubhouse Monday Douglass.
Ostacle Race—Won by Eric Per
forenoon. The contests were in
1.50 Night Shirts
teresting and drew a large company kins.
of spectators.
Egg and Spoon Combined with
The patronage of the Arundel' Umbrella Race—Won by Miss Mil
2.50 Khaki Pants
Golf Club links* is very hekvy this dred Shepard and Miss Dorothy
Walker.
summer.
Mrs. Sarah Smith, formerly a Novelty Tug-of-War (two-canoes
resident of Kennebunk port, passed[ four men in each, to move in op
1.50 Youths Khaki Pants
away at, her home in Cambridge, posite directions)—Worn by. Dr. Me
Mass., last Saturday. The,, inter’ Master, president, of club •. Clymer
ment took place on Tuesday. The, Bowen, vice commodore; Wilfred
25c Collars ' ■
deceased was a most estimable Garvin, M. R. Anderson.Ogden,. Pur
woman and had a large number of vies, Tunie Kinsolvihg, Alden Rog
friend's among the older, residents ers ,.F, R. Pierson, second, were cap
6.75 All Wool Khaka Panjs
of Kennebunkport. Miss Jennie sized.
In revenge, they overtumed the
Huff was present at the. funeral
president and vice commodore pro
services.
.
viding a comedy conclusion.
35c Silk Collars
Norman Wells, whó has just re
turned from service overseas, ■ is
LOWER VILLAGE
visiting wjth his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ezra A- Wells. He will re
sume his formed position in Port Miss Sara. Whiting and Master
land, after enjoying the two-weeks Richard Whiting of Rqadville,
vacation, that has been granted him. Mass,, have> been guests of Mrs.
John Richens on. the Wells Road.
A young man, somewhat under M. and Mrs. Edward Bolger and
the influencé of liquors, created daughter Betty of Sanford spent
considerable excitement Saturday the week end with Charles S. Robin
night, when he attacked the chauf- son and family. ,
fuer of an auto in which he was
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Bly of Fall
being conveyed, and drove him River, yhave been visiting Mr. and
from the machine. A little later j Mrs. E. E. Mitchell, Kennebunk
< he was brought' to terms byJDr. Tra road.
cey and a revolver and taken to the ’ Mr. Joseph G. $. Robinson, has
a ' Port where he was kept until .he I been on the sicklist a few days the
K sobered off.
past week.
Mrs. George L. Ward of Melrose
Mr. J. A. Bly of Fall River spoke
is visiting her parents, Mr. and at the Adventist Church Sunday
Mrs. Chas. E. Deshon at the Nonan- for the pastor.
tum House for two weeks.
Rev. Henry V, Coolbroth is spend
In addition to A. H. Littlefield ing a two weeks vacation at Lake
and Mrs. Stone, of Holliston, Mass, side, Me, Mrs. Coolbroth and chil
father and sister of Mrs. Slierman dren accompanied him.
Merrill, whom they have been visit Rev. E. A. Goodwin will pleach
ing for some time, the house party for Pastor Coolbroth during his abwas further augmented last Satur ser*ce.
day by the arrival of Guy Morse
Mrs. Arthur W. Clark led the
and his-brother Fred,, who has re Tuesday evening Loyal Workers
cently been discharged from the meeting. Topic, “Our Message.” :;
army, both of whom are also of Word has been received of the
Hollison, Miss Beatrice Brown, sis engagement of Miss Helen F. Terry
ter of Lieut. Robert J. Brown Jr., and Mr. Harry Graves of New Lon
who is very well known in this town don. Miss Terry is second daugh
and her cousin Miss Grace McCal-, ter of Rev. I. E. Terry 'former pas
den, both of Roxbury, Mass. The tor at the A* C. Church here.» We
entire party will remain, until after understand the marriage will be in
the rear future.
Labor Day;

GREAT CLEARANCE
Now Going On

Well known merchandise the price ot which is known to everybody at
about one-half the price asked by others Our great bargains made our
store popular in a very Short time Our aim is to sell ten suits and make
one dollar on each, while the other fellow sells one suit and makes ten
dollars We will just mention a few of the Bargains at this great sale

‘

*

79c
319
69c
95c
1-59
89c
19c
3.95
28c

$2.50 Blue Denim Railroad 6veralfe
1.39"Black Drill Shirts

1.00 Nainsook Union Suits

1.50 Benjamin Franklin Unions
20c Durham Hose

<

39c Fine Silk Lisle Hose
•

-

1.25 Balbrigan Union Suits

-

4; 00 Boys’ Panama Hats
One lot Straw Hats value 2.00 and 2.50

$1.69
89c
59c
1.09
I4C
24c
89c
1.95
95c

’■

X

All our men’s suits greatly reduced. You can buy an all wool suit for
$9.65 and up Men’s Pants, Underwear, Shirts, Hose. Top Coats, Bain
Nothing
coats. Boys’ Suits, Coats and Underwear greatly reduced
reserved. We carry a complete line of men’s and boys’ wear.
friends about this great sale they will appreciate your kindness.

Kindly tell your

American Clothing Supply Co

153 Main Street,

Biddeford, Maine

